Year 3
Week 12 – Additional answers/feedback to support with learning in English

Day 1

1. Actual – existing, what was intended.
2. Early – happening or done before the usual or
expected time.
3. Knowledge – facts, information and skills acquired
by a person through experience or education.
4. Imagine – form a mental image or concept of.
5. Regular – used, done or happening on a frequent
basis.
6. Recent – happened not long ago or not long before.
7. Strange – unusual or surprising, may be unsettling
or hard to understand.
8. Surprise – an unexpected or astonishing event, fact
or thing
To create a word-search puzzle like the example using the
eight words.

1.

What does it mean to recycle? – to use things again in some form

2. What sorts of things can you recycle? – paper, glass, plastic, green waste,
batteries, cardboard, metal, clothing
3. What type of text is this? A Letter, a poster or a leaflet? - leaflet
4. Read line 2, is Whitby council asking us or telling us to recycle? - asking
5. Do all rubbish items go into the black box? – no not batteries or green waste
6. Why do you think the council might need to help people with a disability put
their rubbish out? – they might find it difficult to move a wheelie bin
7. What two words in the first line tell you this? – cleaner, greener
8. Draw and label a wheelie bin – childen’s drawing of a wheelie bin and
labelled
9. Why do you think the council says ‘thank-you’ at the end of the leaflet? –
they hope that people wil follow their instructions
10.

Do you agree or disagree that ‘every little helps’ when it comes to recycling? – child’s own

opinion to this

Oak Academy
Newspaper Report Lesson 1
1. In this non-fiction text why has the reporter used a picture? – B
2. What is the purpose of using alliteration in a headline? – to ‘hook’ the reader in and be short and
catchy
3. What is the purpose of having columns in a newspaper? – because newspaper reports often have
shorter paragraphs than novels, use of shorter columns increase the amount of text that would fit
on a page.
4. Draw lines to match the features of the text to their definition. – Date – to show when the
newspaper report was published, Eyewitness report – the report of someone who was at the scene,
Name of newspaper – to show which news company produced the newspaper

Day 2

A series of sentences including one of the
spellings in each. These must include
-

Capital letters

-

Fullstops

-

Conjunctions

-

Expanded noun phrases (where appropriate)

The spellings must be spelt CORRECTLY.

1.

Actual – adjective

2.

Early – adjective

3.

Knowledge – noun

4.

Imagine – verb

5.

Regular – adjective

6.

Recent – adjective

7.

Strange – adjective

8.

Surprise – noun

Oak Academy
Newspaper Report Lesson 2
1. What was the name of the famous zoologist? – Mrs Zoe Keeper
2. What has the snowl leopard stolen? Shiny, silver items
3. Why are snowl leopards described as shy? – because they do not pose a threat to humans
4. Draw a line to match the statements about snowl leopards. – Migrate to – Canada, USA, Europe,
Asia, Are native to – Arctic Regions, Have recently been to – United Kingdom
5. Tick true or false for each statement about the snowl leopard – they have body and wings of a
snowy owl – true, they have head and legs of a snow leopard – true, they are scared of shiny
silver items - false

Day 3

1. Actual
2. Early
3. Knowledge
4. Imagine
5. Regular
6. Recent
7. Strange

.

8. Surprise

1. Actual
2. Early
3. Knowledge
4. Imagine
5. Regular
6. Recent
7. Strange
8. Surprise

Oak Academy
Newspaper Report Lesson 3
1.

The blue square is around which feature of the newspaper? – Headline

2. Over the weekend is an example of which feature? – Fronted adverbial phrase
3. Recently and Usually are examples of which feature? – adverbs
4. Which feature of the newspaper indicates speech? – Inverted commas
5.

Day 4
The 8 spellings of the week written in as
many different ways as they can think of,
this can be done in their book or on paper,
even on chalk in the garden!

This can be as fun and creative as they want to make it;
they can write and record this in their books also!

Oak Academy
Newspaper Report Lesson 4
1. Which of these sentences are punctuated incorrectly? – A and C
2. Punctuate the direct speech correctly – “We found evidence of white feathers, paw prints and claw
marks.” explained Mr Wood.
3. Using the table below, choose the most suitable synonym for said in the sentences below. – a –
shouted, b – explained, c – demanded.
4. Tick the quote that Zoe Keeper had made – Due to their distinctive features, this animal is easily
recognizable

5. Change this sentence into dialogue – “All the street lights have been smashed!” reported Mrs Brown
Day 5
A small paragraph including all the spellings from this week SPELT CORRECTLY

Oak Academy
Newspaper Report Lesson 5
Using the features on the slides provided on Oak
Academy the children should write their own newspaper.

